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Policv 2: That good Practice principles will be provided by the Regional Council for users to1 

outline best practical methods. 

5.2 Minimum Flows and Allocation Levels 

Notes: (A) The minimum flows and allocation levels are aimed primarily at surface and groundwater abstractions. Other consent 

types may be considered under this policy. 

(5) All flowsare based on the Mikimiki bridge gauging site. 

(C) The Queen Elizabeth Park Lake diversion is not subject to the minimum flows at this stage. When the existing 

consent for the Park Lake comes up for renewal, restrictions to the diversion may be applied at that time. 

(D) Groundwater takes that are shown to have an effect on flows in the Waipoua River will be reduced by 50% at this 

flow level. 

5.2.1 Explanation of Minimum Flows and Allocation Levels. 

The first ~n in i~nu~n  flow proposes that restrictions be placed on abstractions when the flow falls below 

300 litreslsec at the Miki~niki gauging site. This flow is just below the Mean Annual Low Flow (MALF) 
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of 310 litres/sec4. When the flow falls below 300 litreslsec, consent holders for taking surface water are 

required to reduce their,allocation by 50%. This could either be a 50% reduction in instantaneous take or 

a 50% reduction in irrigation hours. Consent holders could expect restrictions on average for 7 days per 
- 

year. This could fluctuate in any given year depending on river flows. For example in one year no 

restrictions may be applied as favourable weather patterns for good river flow may prevail. However the 

next year may see 3 weeks of restrictionsapplied due to adverse climate conditions. 

The second minimum flow proposes that suspensions be placed on surface water abstractions when the 

flow falls below 250 litreslsec at the Mikimiki gauging site. This is essentially an environme~~tal bottom 

line where instream habitat will be protected from the potential adverse effects of surface water 

abstractions. Also, at this flow level all groundwater abstractions that may have an effect on surface 

water resources are required to reduce their allocation by 50%. Consent holders could expect that on 

average there would be 3 days of suspensions a year. 

No restrictions at minimum flows are specified for the Queen Elizabeth Park Lake. Any restrictions that 

are considered appropriate will be determined when the consent for the operation of the park lake is 

renewed. 

The core allocation of 90 litreslsec was based on allocating no more than 50% of the 1 in 10 year low 

flow. With the minimum flows proposed, no more than 30% of water will be taken from the river at any 

one time (based on flows at the Mikimiki bridge gauging site). The core allocation will provide for 

existing water requirements and additional allocation. Currently only 68 litreslsec is allocated from the 

catchment. The core allocation does not at this stage include existing large diversions of water. Reasons 

for this are outlined below. 

If the core allocation is fully taken consent holders wish to abstract water from the Waipoua River will 

only be permitted to take water at higher flows. This supplementarv allocation flow level is proposed to 

be 1000 litreslsec at the Mikimiki bridge gauging site. The river falls below this level approximately 

25% of the time, ~nostly in sui~nner - periods. Supplementary allocations are likely to occur in winter 

Burnside Lake Diversion 

The diversion of water is only permitted at 

supplementary allocation flow levels 

4 The M e a n  Annual Low F l o w  (MALF) is t l ~ e  averaged lowest for each year for a particular flow record. 

Queen Elizabeth Park Lake Diversion 

There is minimal loss of water from the 

Park Lake under normal conditions 

Greater volumes of water are present in the 

lower reaches of the Waipoua River 
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months when river flows are on average higher. A flow level of 1000 litreslsec should maintain an 

adequate river depth during trout spawning periods in the winter months. Currently the Burnside Lake 

diversion is subject to a supplementary allocation. 
- 

When applications for resource consents are received that would relate to the minimum flows and 

allocation levels, the individual effects of abstractions will be taken into consideration. This may mean 

that some abstractions may not be sustainable (even if core allocation is not full) due to the location of - 

the proposed abstraction. 

5.2.2 Why are these Minimum Flows and Allocation Levels Recommended? 

Modelling of low flows in the Waipoua River was completed using the WAIORA program5. This 

program gives a general picture of the effect of low flows (and abstractions) on instream habitat 

requirements. 

The WAIORA flow modelling showed that the Waipoua River is naturallv stressed in low flow periods. 

During such periods there is not a suitable habitat (temperature and flow velocity) for some fish species - 

particularly trout. Native fish species are more adaptable to survive in low flow conditions than trout. 

Although flow velocity in the Waipoua River is not ideal for any native fish species in normal flow 

conditions, these species should survive most modelled temperatures for various flows. Adverse 

temperature conditions are experienced for native fish species in extreme low flows. The proposed 

minimum flows and allocation levels ensure that abstractions do not occur when temperatures are 

considered adverse for native fish species. 

The flow n~odelling also showed that for the majority of time, the abstraction of water does not 

significantly affect instream habitat requirements. For example the taking of 90 litreslsec in the lower 

reach of the Waipoua River is predicted to increase the temperature by only 0.26 'C at the MALF. The 

effects of abstractions were shown to be Inore significant during extreme low flow periods. The 

minimum flows and allocation levels reflect the flow level where abstractions will start to have a 

significant effect. 

III sutllmary, the Waipoua River does not have ideal instrean1 habitat requirements during low flow 

periods. Preferable habitat requirements for flow velocity are conlprolnised above low flows in natural 

conditions (is.  no abstractions). The nlinimunl flows and allocation levels reflect the flow where habitat 

requirements are maintained at a level where abstractionswill not have a significant effect on suitable 

More detail on the WAIORA program can be viewed in Part 2C of this plan. 
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[SECTION D - Low Flow Modelling -. 

A computer modelling package called WAIORA was used to assess the effect low flows and water takes 

on instream habitat in the Waipoua River. Parameters assessed in WAIORA include habitat availability 

(depth and width of channel, and flow velocity), temperature and dissolved oxygen. 

. 

D.l What is WAIORA? - 

WAIORA stands for Water Allocation hnpacts 011 River Attributes and is a decision support system that 

simplifies numerical models to estimate the effects different flows will have on instream habitat 

parameters. 

WAIORA uses a variety of information including: 

field measurements of river flow; 

field measurements of channel cross-sections of depth and width; 

historic climate data f?om representative meteorological stations; 

estimates of stream channel shading; and 

information on in-stream aquatic plants. 

The modelling produces flow distribution curves for the various parameters. These curves can then be 

compared with guideline criteria for the management of fish and invertebrate species. 

D.2 Methodolouv - Cross-Section Surveys of the Waipoua River 

Two separate reaches of the river were scheduled for this study. 

1. An upstream reach adjacent to Young's property at the northern end of Paierau Road. 

2. A downstream reach between the Railway and the State Highway 2 bridges. 
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Fiqure 3: WAIORA Reach Modellinq (Not to Scale) 

Mikimiki Rd Bridge 
(Gauging Site) 

Lower reach: 5 km I 
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